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Origination for 
Retail Installment 
Financing

With Zoot, you get the best end-to-end 
origination solution to support installment 
financing in your retail business.

Deliver superior customer experiences 

with installment financing options fully 

integrated across all channels

Leverage a flexible, nimble decisioning 

engine that grows with you

Increase purchase amounts and drive sales 

with instant financing options that appeal 

to a broad customer base

Easily and quickly integrate new data 

sources and provide easy-to-digest data 

outputs for related systems
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Offer your customers financing products that meet their needs, regardless of when and where they are in the purchase 

process. Give your buyers flexible, transparent financing options, while driving increased sales volume and overall growth 

for your business – all while managing your risk. 

Reduce application friction

Make it easy for customers to apply for financing, no 

matter what channel they use. Present financing offers 

throughout your e-commerce platform, website, call 

center and POS systems. Leverage our flexible API 

connections to seamlessly connect to internal and 

third party systems as well as data providers. 

Connect disparate systems quickly and easily

With Zoot, you can quickly connect disparate 

systems through XML, JSON and other standard 

messaging formats. Zoot’s Origination solution 

allows you to map, send and receive information 

from any internal or external data source using the 

standard communication protocol that addresses 

your unique needs. 

Deliver a Rewarding Customer 
Experience, Regardless of Channel

Manage and update your application process

From implementing fraud detection measures to 

calling alternative data providers, Zoot puts the power 

to do so in your hands. No more waiting for a third 

party or relying on IT resources to make changes – 

just point, click, drag and drop to create applications 

that make it easy for your customers to apply.

Integrate with e-commerce and POS systems

Easily and quickly integrate financing applications 

into your existing e-commerce and point-of-sale 

systems. Give consumers the ability to apply for 

fixed-term installment products at the moment of 

engagement, whether online or in your stores. 

OTHER BENEFITS

ORIGINATION

Drive growth in total purchase 

volume and decrease 

cart abandonment

Deliver a delightful application 

experience regardless of channel

Improve customer acquisition 

and retention
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Embrace a Future-Proof Decisioning 
Engine That Grows With You
At the core of your retail installment financing system is your decisioning engine. That is where your credit and fraud 

risk policies come to life. It’s where the data from internal and external systems are turned into decisions. It needs to be 

nimble, flexible and able to adapt to changing market issues and consumer sentiment. 

Connect new data and fraud prevention 
solutions with ease

Zoot’s library of data provider API connections enables 

you to effortlessly add new data sources, fraud solution 

providers and more. Quickly connect to any internal or 

external data source and put it anywhere you want it in 

your unique decisioning flow.

Scale and speed up your decision capabilities

Make financing application decisions in milliseconds 

and return immediate responses back to your 

customers, regardless of channel. Support high-volume 

shopping seasons and events with an engine proven to 

handle incredible volume with bulletproof reliability and 

99.99% uptime. 

Update financing policy thresholds 

like offer assignment and interest 

rates in real time

Set user permissions to ensure 

the right people have access 

to the right elements of your 

desicioning engine

Quickly test and implement 

changes to individual aspects of 

the platform without affecting 

other components

Enjoy flexibility and growth, not rigidity 
and constraint

Expand your digital impact, improve POS interactions 

and facilitate your growth goals with a modular, nimble 

decisioning engine. Manage and update policies in a 

collaborative environment, and test/evaluate models to 

meet your acquisition and sales goals.

Eliminate reliance on IT resources

Whether you want complete control of your decisioning 

engine or you want to partner with Zoot’s Professional 

Services team for ongoing management, you have 

options. Use the intuitive, drag-and-drop interface 

to easily and quickly manage your business logic, 

including rules, workflow, and data and service provider 

integrations – or tell us what you want and we will make 

it happen. 

OTHER BENEFITS

ORIGINATION
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Empower Efficient, Automated 
Underwriting
Harness the power to automate and streamline your underwriting efficiency, without taxing your overworked IT resources. 

Incorporate automated decisioning for financing wherever your customers interact with you, to drive increased sales 

and improve customer experiences.

Improve visibility and transparency

See a decision summary display with key decisioning 

logic results. View a comprehensive audit trail of all 

transactions, including application, status, notes and 

events (showing each event within the process flow that 

occurred from into the system until exit).

Dramatically increase efficiency of financing 
origination 

Zoot’s solution for retail installment financing is easily 

configurable and adaptable through a drag-and-drop 

interface. You can quickly build the best platform for 

your unique needs, and use simple API connections to 

your booking platform to see the final product all the 

way out the door. 

Increase speed of decision and response

Capitalize on the moment of consumer interest with 

millisecond decisioning and immediate responses for 

applications. Give customers the financing they want, 

when they are most ready to buy – while avoiding barriers 

that slow or stall the application and approval process. 

Support in-store, online and call-center 
operations

Support all your customer channels with financing 

offers in real time, and present immediate decisions for 

interested consumers. Provide seamless experiences 

for individuals moving from one channel to another, 

and exceed customer expectations with features like 

application stop/start and prefilled form fields. 

API-connected access to data 

sources for your credit and fraud 

risk thresholds

Access detailed history of 

application events during the 

decision and approval processes

OTHER BENEFITS

Archive and encrypt transaction 

log files for long-term 

compliance needs

ORIGINATION
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The Last Retail Installment Financing 
Solution You Will Ever Need
With Zoot’s origination solution for retail installment 

financing, you can have access to our full suite of 

technology, not a scaled down version that limits your 

flexibility. You can tackle multi-channel retail installment 

financing with ease, and grow your unique platform over 

time. You can deliver exceptional customer experiences, 

execute complex decisioning logic, easily and quickly 

integrate data from virtually any source, streamline and 

automate your underwriting and book new business – 

all from the same robust, flexible platform. 

Ready to learn more about Zoot’s origination solution  

for retail installment financing? 

Contact us today. 

(406) 556-7555

ZootSolutions.com/contact

© Zoot Enterprises, Inc. All rights reserved. Zoot makes no representation or warranty about 
the use of this information for any purpose. Zoot Enterprises® is a registered trademark of 
Zoot Enterprises, Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of their 
respective companies.

ORIGINATION

From Data to Decision®
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